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Custom Designed Iron Doors and Windows
Visit our Raleigh Design Studio - 1403 Capital Blvd
clarkhalldoors.com | 919.822.8819 |

@clarkhalldoors

BLINDS

SHUTTERS

SHADES

HOME AUTOMATION

Style &
Quality

at a Price You’ll Love

Visit Our Showroom | Weekdays 9AM – 5PM
5131 NC Hwy. 55, Suite 104, Durham, NC 27713
919.883.5065 | budgetblinds.com/durham
Free In-Home Consultations

© 2022 Budget Blinds, LLC. All Rights Reserved. Budget Blinds is a trademark of Budget Blinds, LLC and a Home Franchise Concepts
Brand. Each franchise independently owned and operated.

MA D E I N OUR NC FACI L IT Y W IT H U N B E ATAB LE LE AD T IMES
CO L E Y H O ME . C O M

CLASSIC OFFERINGS FOR SOPHISTICATED
HOME FURNISHING TASTES

FURNITURE SHOWN: LILLIAN AUGUST BY HICKORY WHITE

We also carry Century, Hickory White, Sherrill,
Temple,Taylor King,Wesley Hall and more!!

SINCE 1939 • INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES AVAILABLE

North Raleigh: 5640 Capital Boulevard • 919-954-0025 • Monday through Saturday 10 - 5 • Closed Sunday
waysidefurniturehouse.com

BRING YOUR
VISION TO US
The experts at Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery are here
to help create a home that’s as extraordinary as you are.
Any project, any style, any dream—bring your inspiration to
Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery. Visit build.com/ferguson
to schedule your personalized showroom experience today.

YOUR LOCAL SHOWROOM:
RALEIGH

©2022 Ferguson Enterprises LLC 0221 3392442
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BEAUTY ON THE BAY
Designer Laura Covington turns a dated property
on Figure Eight Island into a comfortable and cozy
multigenerational beach retreat.

66 OUTDOOR OASIS

A Durham family calls on Old North State to design a
chic outdoor living space ideal for their entire family to
gather year-round.

LEFT: JOHN BESSLER; RIGHT: CG MEDIA PRODUCTIONS.

A couple purchases the home next door, recruiting
designer Heather Garrett and The Raleigh
Architecture Company to transform it into the
ultimate wellness retreat.

Falling in Dove

Major heart-eyes for this light and airy space! These cabinets in Wellborn's Hanover door style in Maple
Dove and a stunning island in Sandia Maple Bleu are a match made in heaven. With thousands of stylish
door profiles available in dreamy colors and stains, Wellborn Cabinet has everything you need to fall in
love with your kitchen again. Your perfect match is waiting for you at www.wellborn.com!

800.762.4475 wellborn.com
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Warm and grounding, this desert-inspired
collection of furnishings comprises earthy
tones and forms found in nature.
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As we gear up to gather by the pool, on
the patio, or in the garden, these expertly
crafted outdoor offerings will brighten your
spring and summer.
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A couple converts a historic home into a
boutique hotel with a modern aesthetic
that pays homage to its classic roots.
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Her love of linens on full display,
designer Leigh Jones styles a charming
al fresco event.
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The embodiment of delight, marigold
adds a bright burst of optimism to
everything it touches.
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With original designs infused with pattern
and color, designer Nichole Blough
transforms countless homes in the Triad.
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Set on Riviera Maya, luxury resort Rosewood
Mayakoba is designed to highlight the
regions culture, both past and present.
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Custom offerings from Clark Hall Doors &
Windows allow indoor and outdoor spaces
to merge, creating the perfect marriage of
form and function.

78 A NEW KIND OF NOURISHMENT

Emily Foster of Kitchen & Bath Galleries
transforms a 1940s kitchen into an elegant,
ethereal eatery.

82 WIDE OPEN SPACES

A revolutionary multi-panel bifold glass
door system offered by The Glass Depots
seamlessly integrates your indoor and
outdoor rooms.
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Life of the party. That’s

©2022 Elkay Manufacturing Company

Custom Stainless Solutions
Bring your vision to life with our custom and modified
stainless steel sinks and sink tops. It’s where form meets
function to create a space worth celebrating.

elkay.com/custom

F ROM T H E E D I TO R

ON THE COVER: Sound
and marsh views abound
from the poolside of this
renovated home on Figure
Eight Island (page 54).

Blake Miller and Anne Marie Ashley
Co-Editors-in-Chief
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In the classic Disney film Bambi, the young fawn
learns all about the beauty of spring and the joy of
being “twitterpated.” As a child sees it, the excitement
of spring can make everyone a little crazy. And in its
innocence, it rings true. After months of short, dark
days and cold nights, the feeling of warm sun can be
intoxicating and the urge to get out and drink in the
perfumed air can be insuppressible.
Getting away isn’t always about flying to a tropical
locale. Sometimes it’s a short drive to the coast;
sometimes it’s your own backyard. In fact, for many,
unwinding is best done in the comfort of their own home.
For one Raleigh couple, that meant creating a
wellness retreat literally next door. For another family,
it meant renovating their dream home on Figure Eight
Island. And still, for one Cary family, designing an
outdoor living space where they can gather year-round
felt like the ultimate getaway.
However we choose to disconnect, the purpose is
the same: to find a place that’s comfortable enough to
entertain and unwind with family and friends.
Whether it’s finding the perfect outdoor furniture
to make you comfortable, hosting a brunch on your
porch to soak up the sun, or simply retreating to your
own personal wellness center, we hope you make time
to escape this spring.
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ENRICHED WITH WARM EARTH TONES,
TACTILE TEXTURES, AND FORMS FOUND IN
NATURE, DESERT-INSPIRED FURNISHINGS
ARE ANYTHING BUT A MIRAGE.
PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX

��
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1. Cactus Contemporary Bronze and Alabaster Sconce
by Franck Evennou / $6,800 / maisongerard.com
2. Arteriors Pismo Pendant / $2,315 / wilkinsonsupplyco.com
3. Slither Hide Rug / price upon request / kylebunting.com
4. Lucien Pillow / $395 / bunnywilliamshome.com
5. Oryx Dining Table / price upon request / hollyhunt.com
6. Paesaggio Alchemico Copper Sculpture by Patrizia Polese /
$7,410 / artemest.com
7. TXLII Scorpions Tray / $55 / johnderian.com
8. Mid-Century Style Orange Velvet Armchair Cactus Shape
with Gold Swivel Base / $6,385 / 1stdibs.com
9. Canapé Cactus Sofa by Maurizio Galante + Tal Lancman for
Baleri Italia / $32,045 / artemest.com
10. Surge in Canyon by Kelly Wearstler / to the trade /
leejofa.com
11. Studded Platter / $3,250 / kellywearstler.com

7
18

COURTESY OF HOLLY HUNT.

8

WELCOME TO SOMETHING
A LITTLE OUT OF LEFT FIELD
Meet George. Home to 40 distinctive residences and unbeatable views,
set on a one-of-a-kind site across from historic Durham Athletic Park in
downtown’s most vibrant neighborhood. Rising 2022.

THEGEORGEDURHAM.COM
919.367.3133

Good Day
SUNSHINE

WHETHER YOU’RE LOUNGING BY THE POOL, RELAXING
ON THE PATIO, OR CAPTURING SOME GARDEN ZEN,
THESE NEW COLLECTIONS ARE EXPERTLY CRAFTED TO
ENRICH YOUR OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE.
WRITTEN BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY
PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX

ORGANIC
MATTER

Founded in 1986, American
design-house favorite Arhaus has been
producing sustainable, highly crafted,
and heirloom quality furnishings for
more than two decades. Whether it’s
lighting or case goods, furniture or decor,
quality is its number one priority. Inspired
by the Greek Isles, the new Malawi
Outdoor Lighting Collection features
a vertical-weave design crafted from
all-weather wicker and a stainless-steel
frame. The results are organic yet sophisticated, elegant yet dimensional.
arhaus.com.

THE
RESISTANCE

New York–based textile design studio Eskayel has debuted a new collection of fabrics that marks its first-ever performance and outdoor line. Water
repellant and stain-resistant weaves are available in some of Eskayel’s
most popular patterns, including Dynasty in Indigo, Domenica in Notte and
Bamboo Stripe, Up for Anything, and Bali Stripe. Dedicated to sustainable
innovation and lasting beauty, all fabrics are digitally printed in Italy in small
batches to reduce waste. eskayel.com.

STACKING
the DECK

In an homage to esteemed designer Gabriella Crespi, Copenhagen
furniture designer Gubi has released the Bohemian 72 Collection.
Inspired by Crespi’s drawings and pieces designed for private clients,
the collection brings together Crespi’s interest in natural materials,
her fascination with stacked, sculptural forms, and her curiosity
about Eastern cultures and philosophies. Designers at Gubi have
used Crespi’s drawings from 1972 to create an extraordinary line of
rattan furnishings that includes a lounge chair, a three-seater sofa,
an ottoman, and a floor lamp. By deciding to use repeating layers of
vertically coiled rattan vines, which was visionary for the time, Crespi
created a distinctive interpretation on lounge furniture that proves to
be timeless. dwr.com.
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: COURTESY OF ARHAUS; COURTESY OF ESKAYEL; COURTESY OF GUBI.

MARKET

MARKET

POINT of VIEW

GOOD VIBRATIONS

The Spring and Summer Collection from Designers Guild is brimming with
dynamic and vibrant modern prints and weaves, resulting in a truly sophisticated but practical outdoor collection. Savine includes original marbleized and textured prints that are new to Designers Guild, as well as iconic
favorites that are familiar and treasured. Dotted with stripes and florals,
offerings range from deep and bold hues to go-with-everything neutrals in
calming patterns that help relax the mind and body while sitting poolside
or catching a cool breeze on the patio. thebakerloocollection.com.

UNDER MY
UMBRELLA

Photographs by Slim Aarons contain
vivid colors so brilliantly captured in their
mundane existence that they stop viewers
in their tracks. For the second year, Santa
Barbara Designs will be honoring Aarons’
work with a capsule collection of umbrellas
inspired by three of his lesser-known works:
St. Tropez Beach, Poolside In Sotogrande,
and Scone Madam. Made with high-performance, marine-grade, weather-tested
materials intended to withstand the most
extreme weather, Santa Barbara umbrellas
are not just another pretty face—
though that they are, as well. The
American Icon Collection Part
II features bright colors, fanciful
scallops, classic combinations, and a few
simple forms. santabarbaradesigns.com.

MAUI WOWIE

Founded in 2006 by two childhood friends, outdoor furniture
house Kannoa set out to build a company based on four
pillars: design, functionality, durability, and harmony. Offering
all their products in twenty brilliant colors that seem at-home in
the Miami-based design house, Kannoa’s creative vision puts
people first. The new ergonomically designed Maui Leisure Chair
is a statement in its form but delivers on comfort as well. On its
own or paired with the cleverly
designed ottoman that slips
underneath when not in use,
the Maui features modern
lines with a clean look
and offers the durability
of all-weather material
and a powder-coated
aluminum frame.
casualtrade.com.
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY OF PROGRESS LIGHTING; COURTESY OF SANTA BARBARA DESIGNS; COURTESY OF KANNOA; COURTESY OF DESIGNERS GUILD.

Progress Lighting’s Design Series has debuted a
new collection by designer Jeffrey Alan Marks
called the Point Dume Collection. Hailing
from Southern California, Marks infuses his
designs with casual livability and a cool sense
of tailored design, which is evident in the new
collection. “Lighting is the ultimate marriage of
form and function and the most transformative
element in a design project,” he says. The Point
Dume Collection weaves both industrial and
artisanal styles in a range of forms from coastal
to urban and is inspired by his two favorite
places: Point Dume, California, and East
Hampton, New York. Mixing metal reminiscent
of corrugated rooflines with traditional lines
and natural materials, the collection is simultaneously original and comfortingly familiar.
progresslighting.com.

DESIGN FOR THE TRADE
CHARLOTTE
2122 Freedom Drive, Suite A
Charlotte, NC 28208
704.358.0277

RALEIGH
1405 Capital Blvd
Raleigh, NC 27603
919.832.5555

ahokelimited.com

MARKET

GARDEN PARTY

After opening its first retail store in the United States last
year, British homewares brand OKA will be launching its
first outdoor line stateside this spring. The company was
founded by three women, Annabel Astor, Sue Jones, and
Lucinda Waterhouse, and based on a mission to make the
worldwide treasure trove of home goods more accessible
to the masses. The aesthetic is rich in textures and patterns
with timeless profiles that are elegant yet easygoing. OKA’s
newest outdoor collection is inspired by verdant blooming
English gardens that beckon us to stay awhile and enjoy
nature. With twisted metal in the shape of vines and featuring a distressed finish, pieces from the Viticcio Metal Garden
Collection speak directly to the garden inspiration. oka.com.

FULL BLOOM

A child of the South, designer Deborah Rhodes knows the ins and outs of gracious
entertaining and the welcoming effect of a beautifully set tabletop. After achieving
major success in the New York fashion scene in the ’80s and ’90s, Rhodes’ straw hat
lines shifted sharply to hand-crafted straw placemat and tabletop decor, where she
found a deep passion. In her new spring collection, Rhodes explores the embellished
side of nature, taking natural forms and adding depth and dimension with design.
Careful attention is paid to every detail in the new line, ensuring a final look that is
pulled together and thoughtful. deborahrhodes.com.

STONE-FACED

BEES KNEES

Home accessories designer Joanna Buchanan’s passion for luxe decor
began when she was a child sifting through her great-grandmother’s
vintage ornament collections. Today, she produces elegant, one-of-akind accessories, ornaments, decor, and gifts with chic graphic patterns
and modern colors. Her butterfly and bees melamine dinnerware collection is designed to bring the garden into your home. The hand-painted
design is replicated on every piece and made to withstand years of
use. Buchanan loved the idea of a super elevated melamine offering.
“Inspired by our butterfly and bee napkin rings, this beautiful watercolor
effect reminds me of a vintage plate that my mother had. It has so many
colors in the pattern, so you can really pick out any color and emphasize that
when you are tablescaping.” lamaisonraleigh.com
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY OF DEBORAH RHODES; COURTESY OF
OKA; COURTESY OF JOANNA BUCHANAN; COURTESY OF SUMMER CLASSICS.

Perennial favorite Summer Classics has released its
latest outdoor dining offerings, including the Montello
Dining Table. Made of cast stone, the table features
unique details with fine-textured lines and a durable,
substantial look that’s versatile enough for indoor and
outdoor use. The sleek silhouette offers a minimalist style
while also imparting a classic aesthetic that is universally appreciated. summerclassics.com.

STEVEN SHELL
LIVING

BORN IN LONDON
ENJOYED AROUND
THE WORLD
EST. 1992

Raleigh, NC
2030 Clark Avenue
@stevenshelllivingraleigh
919.803.1033

Mount Pleasant, SC
640 Coleman Blvd.
@stevenshellliving
843.216.3900

“So much more than just a great furniture store ”

MT. PLEASANT EXPANSION 2022! 50,000 SF UNDER ONE ROOF

S TAY C AT I O N

TO HISTORIC
HEIGHTS
A BOYLAN HEIGHTS HISTORIC HOME IS TRANSFORMED INTO A
MODERN BOUTIQUE HOTEL JUST STEPS FROM DOWNTOWN RALEIGH.
WRITTEN BY BLAKE MILLER

lined area of Boylan Heights and within walking distance
from downtown, Montford Hall was completed in 1860 and
was home to several families over the last century—it was
even a Baptist church in the 1950s. British architect William
Percival, whose architecture can best be described as a blend
of Victorian villas and Italian farmhouses, designed the
home. Percival oversaw the renovations of the State Capitol
rotunda, an experience that was said to have influenced the
architect’s design of Montford Hall’s cupola.
For the Sheppards, maintaining the integrity of the home’s
original architecture was just as important as creating a

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF NATASHA JOHNSON AND MONICA SLANEY.

Sarah and Jeff Sheppard weren’t exactly sure what they were
getting into. The couple had never renovated a property
before, let alone a historic one, and then on top of it transform the house into a boutique hotel. But they were more
than eager to try. When I first laid eyes on Montfort Hall,
which is now Heights House Hotel, I knew it could be something incredibly special,” says Sarah. “From there, I put all my
energy into making the project come to fruition.”
The project was a two-year-long renovation of a historic
10,000-square-foot pre–Civil War Italianate-style mansion
(and National Historic Landmark). Nestled in the tree-
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S TAY C AT I O N

During the two-year renovation,
the Sheppards worked closely with
Preservation North Carolina, the Raleigh
Historic Development Commission, the
North Carolina State Historic Preservation
Office, and the National Park Service
to maintain the historic integrity of
the home. OPPOSITE: Heights House
features nine en suite guest rooms as
well as common gathering spaces like
the drawing room, library, and parlor.
The home’s fifteen-foot ceilings, original
hardwoods, oversized pocket doors, and
ten fireplaces add to the luxe getaway
feel with a dose of charm.

S TAY C AT I O N

TOP: The honeymoon suite includes two fireplaces, a glassenclosed clawfoot tub and walk-in shower alongside a
cozy sitting room, two ultra-luxe vanities, floor-to-ceiling
windows, and a separate bedroom.
MIDDLE: Guests at Heights House enjoy Brooklinen waffle
robes, Grown Alchemist toiletries, and Frette linens, as well
as Samsung Frame TVs and Bose wireless speakers.
BOTTOM: From the library with its many oddities and books to
the dining room bathed in light—where you can contemplate
the original Salvador Dali painting over coffee—Heights House
is the ideal space for a unique staycation.

boutique hotel with nine en-suite rooms
that offered luxury modern amenities
to guests. “It was all about letting the
original architectural details shine while
incorporating new and vintage pieces
that felt fresh and updated yet timeless,”
explains Sarah. To achieve that level of
detail with the interior design, the Sheppards enlisted designer Bryan Costello
to help bring their vision of an iconic,
modern Victorian hotel to fruition. “My
method is rooted in trying to find a
meaningful story among the space, the
objects, and the client,” says Costello.
And this project was no different. “They
were trying to capture an atmosphere:
grand, magical, discoverable, warm, and
memorable. Those feelings, and the
house itself, were the cornerstones for
our design decisions.”
Taking cues from the home’s
architectural details like its tall arched
doorways, niches, and windows, Costello
would echo them with rounded light
fixtures and curved furniture. “We even
repeated these shapes in the branding. All
of the layers add up to something really
special,” he says. The result is a historic
home with a modern aesthetic that still
pays homage to its classic pre–Civil War
roots in its lines and detailing throughout. “The pursuit of designing a genuine
experience rooted in authenticity and
storytelling is what we were striving for,”
says Costello. “Sarah and Jeff have known
from the start that the best way to make
Heights House special was to honor its
story and find collaborators who wanted
to share in that authenticity, and that's
exactly what they did.” u
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E N T E R TA I N I N G

SOUTHERN
PICNIC
ESCAPE OUTSIDE THIS SPRING AND
HOST A CLASSIC SOUTHERN PICNIC
RIGHT ON YOUR OWN FRONT PORCH.
PRODUCED BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY

TOP: Jones likes the idea of using everyday pieces in a fresh way. Here,
Woodland Spode china is paired with vintage glasses, antique linens, and
greenery from her own backyard. A striped Sunbrella fabric perfect for allweather and all occasions protects the table underneath.
BOTTOM: On the sideboard, Jones displays her hand-thrown pottery drinkware
from Jugtown Pottery alongside her Spode china. A Primitive Eastern European
antique embroidered linen covers the sideboard for added charm.
LEFT: Primitive Eastern European linen pillows with hand-embroidery dot the
guest chairs, while a white crocheted-edge linen covers the table.
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY CATHERINE NGUYEN.

Interior designer Leigh Jones has been in love with textiles since
she began in the industry more than forty years ago. After meeting
luxury textile dealer Pandora de Balthazár many years ago, she
knew she wanted to allocate part of her career to collecting and
supplying fine European textiles and antique linens. In fact, in her
shop she has an entire section devoted to Hungarian goose down,
luxury bedding, and antique linens. “It’s never been a hobby,” Jones
asserts. “It’s a passion, and I can’t really explain why.”
Most of her linens are called “primitive” linens because they
can be used every day. Functionally beautiful, they are perfect for
everything from covering tables to sleeping on. Linens and pillows
like these can even be used to create the most enchanting outdoor
picnic for friends and family, adding a sense of formality that still
puts people at ease.
Jones put this on display recently when she styled a charming al
fresco event on her friend’s porch, demonstrating the kind of casual
elegance that can be created right at home with collected linens.
With a mix of everyday glass, china, and flatware, combined with
antique linens and simple embellishments, the gathering feels both
comfortable and special.

A legacy of excellence, driven by results.
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PA L E T T E

MARVELOUS
MARIGOLD
A SANGUINE SPLASH, SUNNY-SIDE UP.

�

�

PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX
WRITTEN BY CHRISTINA SPRATT SPENCER

A country French-style
residence designed by
Carolyn Hotham.

3

Synonymous with its namesake, this richly joyous yellow tone
with notes of mustard and marmalade is the embodiment
of delight. A bright burst of optimism bathing all it touches
in a golden warmth, it is auspiciously cheerful, carefree, and
contented. Multifaceted in its congeniality, it adds an earthy
comfort to chic modernity, a playful polish to bohemian flair,
and a fresh novelty to traditional layers and antiquities. Incandescent with a range of pairings from navy and neutrals
to periwinkle and pastels to earthy sage and jewel-toned
emerald, marigold is surprisingly versatile in its vivacity.
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INTERIORS: BRIE WILLIAMS.

1. Carolina Irving & Daughters for AERIN Serving Bowl in Saffron /
$250 / saksfifthavenue.com
2. Yellow Marigold 2155-30 / gallons starting at $48.99 /
benjaminmoore.com
3. RAYS Table Lamp by Marta Bakowski / $1,650 / roche-bobois.com
4. Chevron Hand Stitched Quilted Tablecloth in Ocher /
$160–$185 / marigoldliving.com
5. Abria Cast Resin Planter in Marigold / $1,500 / madegoods.com
6. Marc Phillips Ellis Swedish Wool Rug / price upon request /
marcphillipsrugs.com

4
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Bringing creative design to life.

DE SIGN BOARD

�

Interior designer Nichole Blough loves to
mix patterns and has never been afraid of
the transformative power of color. She has
transformed countless homes in the Triad
with her original designs and infuses every
project with a unique style that combines a
classic sensibility with a playful modern edge.
“This project was such a fun one,” Blough
says of this Lake Boone Trail home. “From
the moment I stepped in their home, I just
knew this project was a great fit projectwise for me.” Pieces like yellow upholstered
doors—“a labor of love,” as she puts it—
brought the out-of-the-box thinking her
clients wanted. “Their one request was that
it be colorful and happy; words I always love
to hear,” she says. “A modern approach to
classic design is what I pride myself on, and I
really feel like this project achieved just that.
The most important aspect of a great design
is making sure it’s 100 percent functional for
my clients.”
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1. Modern Mix by Eddie Ross / $45 / eddieross.com
2. Artwork / custom / tacey.co
3. Antique Chinese Rose Medallion
Punch Bowl / $495 / chairish.com
4. Gold Benedict Étagère / $2,845 / onekingslane.com
5. Clay Knot Accessory / $37.05 / etsy.com
6. Kravet Fabric / to the trade / decoratorsbest.com
7. Winston Club Chair / $2,395 / onekingslane.com
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PORTRAIT: COURTESY OF DEMI MABRY; INTERIORS: LISSA GOTWALS.

NICHOLE
Blough

FIELD TRIP

Seaside

ESCAPE
SET ON MEXICO’S SUN-SOAKED
RIVIERA MAYA, ROSEWOOD
MAYAKOBA BLENDS LOCAL CULTURE
AND THE REGION’S LUSH ECOSYSTEM
INTO EVERY EXPERIENCE.

The Rosewood features a mile of white-sand beach, but
most of the luxe resort is set back in a forest of mangroves.
Its suites are steps away from world-class restaurants and
bars, but their subtle limestone and wood exteriors are
tucked quietly into the verdant landscape. This destination
is designed to be the ultimate secluded getaway without
sacrificing a single amenity.
Upon arrival at Rosewood Mayakoba, guests are
escorted in electric boats to spacious suites, where they’re
given a chilled mezcal cocktail and introduced to their
personal butlers. The property’s 129 rooms are all simply
decorated with warm wood tones and floor-to-ceiling
windows opening onto private docks featuring plunge
pools overlooking the clear freshwater lagoon or the
sparkling Caribbean.
After a $20 million redesign by New York–based studio
Bando x Seidel Meersseman, handcrafted furnishings and
ceramics made by local artisans were incorporated throughout the resort. From the suites’ open-air rain showers and
oversized garden tubs to the colonial hacienda-inspired
decor of Zapote, the resort’s most popular restaurant, every
aspect of Rosewood Mayakoba is designed to highlight the
region’s culture—both past and present.
There’s no better place to see that blend than at its
Sense spa, which was built into an island around a turquoise cenote. Paths wind through the jungle to tranquil
treatment rooms and an authentic Mayan sweat lodge.
Guests can request an energy healing session with the
resort’s resident shaman at this relaxing enclave or simply
meditate by the palm-lined serenity pool.
With its eight restaurants, six pools, and hammockdotted beach, there’s plenty to explore at Rosewood
Mayakoba, and each guest is provided a bicycle that’s
ideal for easy rides down the resort’s 2.5 miles of trails
and boardwalks.
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Be sure to take at least one ride over to the adults-only
beachside area, where three pools are surrounded by plush
lounge chairs. Here, a vintage food truck serves impossibly
fresh ceviche, and there’s a daily Champagne O’Clock celebration featuring complimentary glasses for everyone. The
truck is called Aquí Me Quedo—Spanish for “I’m Staying
Here”—which is the perfect name because, after any time at
Rosewood Mayakoba, that’s exactly what you’ll want to do.

COURTESY OF ROSEWOOD MAYAKOBA.

WRITTEN BY SARAH CROSLAND

FIELD TRIP

DESTINATION DINING

The eight distinct restaurants at Rosewood Mayakoba
range from Agave Azul, a swanky sushi restaurant that
even includes Mexican-made sake, to Zapote, an open-air
lounge with Middle Eastern–inspired fare, a Latin
playlist, and an impressive craft cocktail selection featuring spirits from around Mexico.
But perhaps the most noteworthy dining experience
at this eco-conscious resort is its twice-weekly Chef’s
Garden Dinner, where guests dine family-style inside the
resort’s thriving garden—often sampling dishes made
from the plants around them. Set under the stars with
food cooked on an open flame, it’s a culinary adventure
and a memorable evening.

MAKE MINE MAYAKOBA
The Rosewood is one of four luxury resorts set inside
this private 620-acre gated destination featuring a
PGA-championship golf course, water excursions and
on-land adventures, and more than twenty-five different
culinary offerings. It’s all only a thirty-minute drive from
the Cancun International Airport, which offers daily
direct flights to Charlotte. u
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Experience the Craftsmanship
of a Loyd Built Home
A LOYD BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT

A True Custom Home Experience from 2.5mm+

Coming Spring 2022

919-646-6808
shadowcreekestates.com

SALES AND MARKETING BY

T I M E L E S S .

S O P H I S T I C AT E D .

B O L D

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN BESSLER.

INTERIORS

WELLNESS
RETREAT

The homeowners enlisted
landscape architect Gregg
Bleam along with custom pool
designer Blue Haven Raleigh
to install the backyard living
space and pool.
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HEATHER GARRETT AND THE
RALEIGH ARCHITECTURE
COMPANY DESIGN A
STUNNING WELLNESS
RETREAT RIGHT IN ONE
COUPLE’S BACKYARD.
TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN BESSLER
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LEFT: The dining room design focused on accommodating gatherings
from intimate to grand in size comfortably. In lieu of one oversized dining
table, Garrett installed two separate tables that split apart to allow for
more guests and inspire conversation. The adjacent padded upholstered
wall softens the rich walnut paneling throughout the space while the
brass mesh screen serves as a subtle partition between the dining area
and the more utilitarian space of the kitchen.

B

BROOKS BELL HAS ALWAYS DREAMED OF HAVING
her home featured in a magazine. “As a child, I would read
Architectural Digest,” she says, “and I always thought that that
would be the epitome of success, to have my personal home
published in a magazine.” Bell was aware that while she has an
artistic mind, she needed a design scheme to help pull together
a cohesive interior. “I was young, twenty-nine, and artistic,
and I knew I had to leave it up to a professional, but it was a
horrible disaster working with that designer,” she laughs. “And
then we used another designer and it was the same.”
Feeling burned by her previous experiences, Bell and her
husband Jesse Lipson felt stalled, and they were gun-shy about
working with yet another designer. It wasn’t until the couple
visited a friend’s house and became smitten with their interiors, designed by Heather Garrett, that they felt they’d found
a perfect match. “Heather was the true designer we’d been
looking for,” says Bell.
The couple initially enlisted Garrett to work on two of
the rooms in their iconic midcentury-modern home, located
in the Budleigh neighborhood and designed by renowned
architect Fred Carter Williams. They were so impressed with
Garrett’s work that they ultimately hired her to finish the
entire home a few years later. “Everything was on time and on
budget and just beautiful,” says Bell. “Heather designed the
entire house, top to bottom. We went away on vacation for a
week and she installed it. It was the most joyous moment of
HOMEDESIGNDECORMAG.COM 45
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The foyer features a bold custom
watercolor mural by Black Crow
Studios. “This is a great example of
worlds colliding,” says Garrett of the
juxtaposition of the contemporary
artwork with the vintage credenza
with sculptural gold accents.
OPPOSITE: The kitchen functions
more as an entertaining space than
a utilitarian area, so Garrett designed
the structure with an adjacent butler’s
pantry, which houses everyday
items and appliances. The oversized
Cambria quartzite island with walnut
cabinetry is ideal for food displays
and wine pouring.
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BELOW: The guest spa bathroom is outfitted with sleek shagreen wall tile from Byrd Tile, while the plumbing fixtures by Brizo were sourced from the H2O showroom.
The wallpaper is by NewWall.
OPPOSITE: The designer wanted the sunken living room to feel as 1960s as possible, but with a contemporary edge. To achieve this, Garrett and The Raleigh
Architecture Company custom-designed the walnut sectional with brass mesh detail, which set the tone for the space. The Platner chair coupled with the hanging
basket seat and plants feel midcentury modern, while the nesting tables provide a modern touch.
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my life to walk into this fully installed home! Six months later
we were in Traditional Home.”
Several years later, in 2014, the home next door went on
the market. “We’d always had our eye on that lot because we
wanted more privacy for our home,” says Bell. While they
nearly missed out on purchasing the home three times, eventually they bought it. But instead of expanding their primary
residence, the couple wanted to create a wellness space; a
place where they could completely and fully immerse themselves in self-care. “We were both CEOs of our own companies

and working extremely hard, but feeling like we were aging
quickly,” says Bell. “We acknowledged that the best thing we
could do was improve and prioritize our health.”
In 2018, the couple again hired Garrett, alongside The Raleigh
Architecture Company, to bring their vision of a wellness retreat
to fruition. The space they envisioned included a full-floor spa, a
movement studio and gym, a spa and meditation lounge, a chef’s
kitchen, and entertaining space. In addition, they wanted a large
plot of the land between the two homes to be a lush organic
garden. “Originally, the interior aesthetic Brooks wanted was
HOMEDESIGNDECORMAG.COM 49

The freestanding Malm fireplace and exposed brick
wall in a beige hue is a nod to the midcentury-modern
inspiration for the interior design. The artwork is by
Jason Craighead. OPPOSITE: The entire downstairs of
the structure is devoted to the spa, complete with sauna,
steam room, and shower. “It’s like you’re at the Umstead
Hotel’s spa,” says Garrett of the upscale Cary hotel.
Sheer draperies help filter the natural sunlight, resulting
in a soothing subtle glow that’s ideal for Bell’s daily
meditation. The credenza is by Noir.
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more of a 1950s Palm Springs midcentury-modern vibe,” explains
Garret. “But after they went to Japan, things really changed. They
wanted more of a 1950s Palm Springs-meets-twenty-first-centuryNew York-by-way-of-Kyoto vibe. We knew that that meant a lot
of brass, vibrant color, some vintage pieces, and certainly some
classic 1960s shapes in terms of furniture, like a Platner chair or
the vintage credenza in the foyer that’s from that period and place.
We wanted to punctuate the whole home with some pieces that
made sense to her description.” Adds Bell, “We wanted to stand
out from the rest of the South and have more of a West Coast feel
to the space, but we didn’t want it cold and minimalist.”
Architecturally, the structure and interior details were classic
midcentury modern, with walnut paneled ceilings and walnut
cabinetry in the kitchen coupled with clean, simple, modern lines.
True to the time period, a traditional sunken living room was

designed as the ultimate entertaining space, with a large custom
sectional designed by Garrett and The Raleigh Architecture
Company. Punctuating the sectional are bold turquoise plush
cushions and Ikat pillows. “It was important that this space felt as
1960s as it could but with a contemporary edge,” says the designer.
Functionally, the space also needed to seamlessly accommodate large gatherings. As CEOs, philanthropists, and donors, the
couple hosts intimate dinner parties as well as large fundraisers,
and the space needed to allow for groups large and small to
gather. In lieu of one oversized dining table, Garrett designed
the dining room with two large tables that pull apart so “they
can move them around and arrange them any way they like,” she
explains. As far as aesthetic, Garrett approached the dining area,
which bleeds into the sunken living room, with the same midcentury-modern Palm Springs vibe, plus a dose of Japanese style.
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ABOVE: The couple and Garrett commissioned Greensboro-based mural artist Jeks—
known for his hyperrealistic, oversized artwork—to paint the custom Bruce Lee mural
in the home gym.
RIGHT: A breezeway connects the primary residence with the wellness center, so Garrett
wanted to set a Zen tone from the moment you walk in. She achieved this by adding a
basket in which to place your shoes and hanging soothing artwork by Natural Curiosities.

The upholstered wall is in the channel-style of upholstery that was
prevalent in the 1950s while the brass plated pendants give that Palm
Springs–glam punch to the room.
While the public areas are colorful, bold, and vibrant, the couple
also wanted a space that was Zen through and through. The downstairs spa lounge is where Garrett took advantage of the natural
light, which floods the room. Sheer drapes filter the sunlight, giving
the room a delicate, soothing glow. In keeping with the midcentury-modern aesthetic, a Malm fireplace and brick wall detail, which
runs to the upstairs level as well, was added into the neutral color
palette. “I wanted to bring that peacefulness and energy from the
East and the fun party theme from 1960s California, but elevate it,”
says Bell. “I wanted it to feel like you could sink into a sofa and be
comfortable and warm.”
Ultimately, the home has become the couple’s daily retreat, with
Bell heading there each morning to meditate, light incense, and drink
hot tea while Lipson takes a steam shower to relax. “Heather so easily
interpreted what we wanted the space to look and feel like and brought
it together,” says Bell. “That’s why she’s so talented. She gave us a
space that achieves everything we wanted and needed it to be.” u
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In keeping with the midcenturymodern Palm Springs vibe, Garrett
designed the guest bathroom with
brass hardware by Delta coupled with
a starburst mirror by Arteriors.
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BEAUTY
ON THE BAY
DESIGNER LAURA COVINGTON TRANSFORMS A
RUNDOWN HOME ON FIGURE EIGHT ISLAND INTO
A DREAM RESIDENCE FOR ONE RALEIGH COUPLE.

TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY MICHAEL BLEVINS
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The upstairs and downstairs living
rooms mirror each other with
sweeping sound and marsh views
and gorgeous sunsets. To mimic the
curvature of the windows with a nod
to the playful function of the upstairs
living room, Covington added a Lee
Industries sectional with Crypton
fabric and an indoor-outdoor rug to
protect against salt and sand.
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HEATHER AND JEFF NICHOLSON HAD BEEN LOOKING UP
and down the North and South Carolina coast to find their perfect
beach home. The couple, both of whom grew up in eastern North
Carolina and met as college students at UNC Chapel Hill, even
looked as far south as Florida but still came up short. Then one
weekend their friends invited them to Figure Eight Island. “You
can’t get on the island unless you know someone who lives there,”
says Heather. “But once we were there we just knew that it was
where we wanted to be.”
Homes on the exclusive island, however, are few and far
between. There were just three on the market in early 2020, and it
wasn’t until they toured the very last one that they finally had their
56
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aha moment. “Our realtor actually recommended we shouldn’t
even look at it,” says Jeff. The circa-1990s home was known on the
island as the “terra-cotta roof house,” with a yellow stucco facade
and Mediterranean-inspired architecture. Inside, dark, dated ornate
finishes and architectural details, brass fixtures such as a gold swan
faucet, and wallpaper everywhere made most potential buyers turn
away. But the Nicholsons could see the potential.
While the home certainly stood out from the other traditional
beach homes on the island, what it afforded the Nicholsons was
the ideal setting they’d been looking for. Situated on the sound
side of the island, the home is positioned in such a way that every
room features a sunset and water view. Plus, with a dock and

In lieu of a formal dining room,
Covington transformed the area at the
top of the stairs into a makeshift dining
hall. The large French oak round dining
table with brass foot detail by RH
expands to host larger dinner parties.
OPPOSITE: Because the main floor
living room boasts stunning sweeping
views of the marsh and intracoastal
waterway, maximizing the views was
a priority. Covington created small
seating areas to make the oversized
room feel more intimate while also
increasing the seating options. The
Highland House sofas are swathed in a
durable Crypton linen fabric.
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Remodeled a year after move-in, the original
Old-World style kitchen was made into a
bright, beachy one, with high-gloss cabinets
painted in Benjamin Moore White Dove and
a fun blue-and-white patterned concrete tile
backsplash. Oversized white plaster pendants
are by Visual Comfort while the custom natural
rattan breakfast stools upholstered in cream
faux leather are by Tritter Feefer. OPPOSITE:
To maximize seating in the breakfast area,
Covington incorporated a trestle table by
Tritter Feefer Home that accommodates
eight guests. The wooden twig light fixture
by Gabby creates a dramatic statement while
complementing the rattan chairs by Arteriors.
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water access for boating, the home—warts and all—was exactly
what the couple wanted. “I asked Heather, ‘Can you see this
working for us?’” says Jim, “and she said, ‘Absolutely, we can
make it work.’” Heather, who has a design degree, knew that
with the right designer, the me could become the place of their
dreams. “I think people underestimated what they could do
with this home,” she says. “I think the home intimidated a lot of
people because it was so different. But the bones were solid and
those views were breathtaking.”
The couple, who are nearing retirement, dreamed of having
a retreat for their grandchildren one day. “The hope is that as
our two grown children eventually have families of their own,
everyone will gather here together,” says Jim. “We wanted and

needed this home to fit our large family comfortably so that
hopefully this is a place our kids and grandkids want to keep
coming to even after we’re gone.”
The couple enlisted the help of designer Laura Covington to
bring their comfortable and cozy multigenerational beach home
to fruition. “We felt immediately comfortable with Laura. I went
to design school and had a vision for what I wanted,” explains
Heather. “Laura’s aesthetic matched what we were looking for.
We immediately hit it off and went to work right after closing.”
With a goal of being in the home by summer 2020—only a few
months after buying the home—Covington immediately gutted
the interiors and removed the dark, dated finishes, replacing
them with a softer color palette throughout.
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ABOVE: The original foyer was extremely dark with heavy tapestry and a
wooden bench that greeted guests. Covington created a warm, layered
entrance that sets the tone for the rest of the home, with a verdigris-colored
faux leather console with brass accents by Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams,
rattan chairs fabricated by Oomph, and rattan lamps by Arteriors. The mirror
is by Carvers’ Guild.
TOP RIGHT: The stone pedestal game table by Highland House is the
perfect place to do a puzzle, have breakfast or cocktails, or play games.
Custom upholstered white-oak chairs by Mr. Brown complete the room.
BOTTOM: The sitting area is a great place to unwind with a book or glass of
wine. Covington outfitted the space with a pair of woven chairs by Palacek
and side tables by Gabby. The floor lamps are by Visual Comfort.
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LEFT: In the downstairs powder room,
Covington added a custom vanity
accented with Addison Weeks hardware
and coupled it with a playful China
Seas wallpaper. The chandelier, which
she found at High Point Market, was
originally a wall accessory. The rattan
mirror is by Serena & Lily.

The kitchen was remodeled in
2021, a year after the couple moved
into the home. “Originally, the
kitchen had a very Old World feel
to it,” says Covington. “So when we
selected new finishes for the space,
we decided to take an unexpected
approach with high-gloss cabinetry
in Benjamin Moore White Dove
and a fun patterned blue-and-white
concrete tile backsplash.”
Each of the bathrooms was completely gutted and replaced with a
coastal-inspired aesthetic via wallcoverings, new light fixtures, gold
hardware, and rattan and driftwood
accents. “It’s a very unique situation
because this home is not one of these
cookie-cutter houses,” explains Covington. “It has so much personality, so
we decided to embrace it and make it
really feel like a resort and a retreat.”
The whole home is centered on its
sweeping sound views and sunsets,
which shed stunning natural light
throughout every living space and
led to a lighter, brighter color palette.
Designed with two family rooms
stacked on top of each other with large
open windows that span the length,
the living spaces are the ultimate
gathering areas, so comfort and functionality was key. “The downstairs
living room is such an amazing space,”
says Covington. “The previous homeowners had one seating zone in that
huge room and it felt so off in terms

To create a cozy cocoon in the owner’s suite,
Covington hung faux wood Nobilis wallpaper on
the vaulted ceilings. The Oly canopy complements
the ceiling, and, opposite, an extra-wide custom
daybed by Lee Industries is swathed in Thibaut
fabric, providing a perfect spot to rest, relax, and
enjoy the view. The coverlet is by Legacy Linen.
OPPOSITE: The homeowners love reading and
napping on the daybed in the owner’s suite,
which is custom made from Lee Industries and
covered in Thibaut fabric.
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The Nicholsons did a significant landscape
overhaul. They hired Tony Parker with Classic
Landscapes in Wilmington to head up the
landscaping redesign by removing ornate
ironwork screens that blocked the sound and
marsh views. Overgrown landscape was trimmed
back to provide a better view of the sunset each
evening, and the pool was remodeled so that it
extended farther out. The teak and rope chairs
by the pool are by Gloster. OPPOSITE: Covington
transformed the dated game room into an
entertaining hub by adding new custom built-in
shelves lined with printed metallic grasscloth by
Holland & Sherry. The chairs are by Palacek and
the table is by Woodbridge.
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of scale and usability. It felt too big, too empty, underused,
and cavernous.” Covington redesigned the furniture layout
so that the large space not only affords multiple seating
arrangements that promote conversation and comfortable lounging, but also makes the room feel cozier. In the
upstairs family room she took a similar but even more
casual approach, since it would be used as the teen hangout
where sandy and sunscreen-covered kids would lounge
after a day on the beach.
The notion that nothing could be too precious and everything needed to be comfortable, casual, and withstand wear
and tear from the beach was also applied to the game room,

owner’s suite, and guest rooms. Performance fabrics and
durable materials like wicker and rattan were used throughout the home to withstand scratches and wet bathing suits.
In the end, the transformation from a dark, ornate
home with traditional architectural details to an airy, open,
relaxing beach retreat feels like a Tuscan farmhouse was
turned into a private resort on the marsh and sound. Jim
acknowledges the grand renovation, saying, “Laura was able
to take a structure that afforded this formal elegance and
grandiose posture and turn it into this simple, comfortable,
casual home where you really feel like once you’re there you
can unwind, kick your shoes off, kick back, and relax.” u
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As a busy family of six, it was
important to the Schroders that
they have a comfortable table
that could fit both themselves
and guests. This one, built by
Durham craftsman Elijah Leed,
was designed just for them.
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OUTDOOR
OASIS
A BUSY DURHAM FAMILY TRANSFORMS THE
BACKYARD OF THEIR HISTORIC HOME INTO A
RELAXING, MODERN ESCAPE.
TEXT BY SARAH CROSLAND | PHOTOGRAPHY BY CG MEDIA PRODUCTIONS

W

WHEN VANESSA AND JACOB SCHRODER PURCHASED
their historic 1940s home in the summer of 2014, they knew
they wanted to update the outdoor space. The charming
home, which already featured one addition from the 1960s,
needed its own refresh, so as they kicked off another
second-story addition on the back side of the home, they
began to simultaneously form a plan for its yard.
“We started conceptualizing this project back in 2017,”
says interior designer Carrie Moore, who has led the process
on the home’s interior. “We literally scribbled the first
backyard layouts.”
Knowing that they needed exterior experts, Moore and
the Schroders connected with local landscape design firm
68
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Old North State, which began the process of redesigning the entire yard. In addition to wanting a chic outdoor
living space, the Schroders had a few other boxes to check
off to create a yard that would be the ideal fit for their
entire family. They wanted a stylish fence to surround the
property, allowing their three dogs to roam, as well as a
playset to create a fun space for their younger children.
“The design of this space was all about how everyone in
the family can enjoy this project,” says Vanessa Schroder,
whose four children range in age from eight to twenty-two.
“Everyone has different recreational needs.”
The yard itself offered several unique challenges for Old
North State. Its slope required thoughtful terraced design,

BELOW: With an outdoor kitchen and fireplace, the space was designed to be enjoyed in every season, and the
Schroders spent many hours over the winter holidays gathered around the fire.
OPPOSITE: Old North State added plantings throughout the landscape for bright pops of color against the historic
home’s gray Belgian block granite facade.

and its historic designation meant that every aspect had
to be passed by a historical committee before receiving a
building permit. Whitney Morris, the landscape designer
who led the project, enjoyed the challenge of creating an
updated space for a historic home.
“Most of the projects that we work on don’t have a lot
of modern elements,” says Morris. “I love that this project
has a modern element to it while also keeping it historical
to Durham.”
Perhaps the most notable way Morris and her team tied
into the home’s history was with the stone columns on its
new gate. Designed to perfectly match the Belgian block
granite facade of the original home, each one was hand-

crafted by masons to mimic the rough-hewn style of the
historic stones.
“The inspiration for the design is the home’s 1940s architecture, first and foremost,” says Moore, who then adorned
the stone columns with polished contemporary sconces.
“But we also wanted to push the design in a bright and
modern direction. We were inspired by outdoor spaces in
luxurious hotels, and California-modern style.”
Nowhere is that blend of aesthetics more evident than
in the outdoor kitchen, dining, and living areas. Moore
designed this space with a concrete fireplace and timber
pergola, and then mixed in teak and colorful outdoor
fabrics. “We sought to balance hard, cold stone and tile
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surfaces with the warm soft ones of wood and fabrics,”
says Moore, who used a wood-look porcelain paver on the
floors, suggested by Old North State for its weather resistance. “We chose furnishings that pushed the design in a
modern direction, using clean, crisp lines and innovative
all-weather materials.”
Moore continued this look throughout the space, adding
an outdoor dining table and lounge area coffee table,
both custom-designed by her firm and built by Durham
modernist artisan Elijah Leed. A cluster of natural pendant
lights by Palecek, gray woven chairs by JANUS et Cie, and
bold-colored throw pillows round out the dining area’s West
Coast–inspired decor while limestone pavers, sleek terraces,
and soft lighting transform the landscape around it.
In addition to the relaxed vibe of the space, it was
important to the Schroders that it be an area where it was
truly easy to slow down together. This was accomplished,
in part, through comfortable seating and plenty of space for
their large family and friends to gather around the dining
table and fireplace. Because the outdoor kitchen is a level
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below their actual kitchen, it was especially important to
them that it be completely self-contained—they didn’t want
to spend time carrying cups and plates up and down the
stairs to the interior kitchen. So, in addition to the more
playful entertaining aspects like the pizza oven, the exterior
kitchen also includes functional items such as a dishwasher
and cabinets fully stocked with dinnerware.
“We wanted it to be as convenient as it could be,” says
Schroder. “I wanted it to answer all the things I might want
to do in a day—it didn’t seem worth doing a big project if we
couldn’t enjoy it most days of the year.”
Since the project’s completion in 2021, they have
already begun to enjoy it year-round. From admiring the
new colorful plantings throughout the yard in the warmer
months to spending time around the large fireplace on
cooler days, the family has spent many hours appreciating
the space. As they had hoped, it’s become a gathering place
where they can play and unwind together after busy days
of work and school. “It’s so magical in the evenings,” says
Schroder. “It feels like you’re in a different world.” u

The family wanted the
outdoor living area to have
a stylish hotel vibe with
comfortable seating and
multiple vignettes. The
result is a space that is both
luxurious and laid-back.
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The project included
widening and paving the
driveway, as well as adding
an electronic gate so that
the entire yard could
be fenced, allowing the
family’s children and dogs
plenty of room to run.
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EXTENSIVE SELECTION
OF INDOOR & OUTDOOR LIGHTING

COURTESY OF ZUCCHI.

RESOURCES

HOME IMPROVEMENT

FEATURED ADVERTISER EDITORIAL

GO WITH
THE FLOW
BRING THE BEAUTIFUL OUTDOORS INSIDE.

Sometimes it feels like our indoor and outdoor living spaces are disjointed—almost as if
they’ve never met. We might be able to see beautiful outdoor views, yet our indoor living
spaces seem so far away from it all.
But it doesn’t have to be this way. Connecting interior and exterior spaces is on-trend
and here to stay. “With custom solutions from Clark Hall Doors & Windows,” explains
General Manager Luke Kaiser, “we can create a seamless transition from your indoor to
outdoor spaces.” Here are three examples that showcase how to create natural extensions
of indoor living spaces.
A Modern Oasis (above). Clean lines and a minimalist aesthetic take center stage in
this chic space, creating cohesiveness between indoors and outdoors. What was once a
basic patio entrance has been transformed with a refreshed style, elevating this luxurious
outdoor dining and entertaining space, complete with a breathtaking custom pool.
Clark Hall’s solution for this project ensures that the interior and exterior spaces
speak the same language, leveraging natural light indoors and sunlight outdoors. Not only
can light make an interior space feel larger than it normally would, but people gravitate
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“WE CAN CREATE
A SEAMLESS
TRANSITION FROM
OUR INDOOR TO
OUTDOOR SPACES.”
—LUKE KAISER

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MICHAEL BLEVINS.

WRITTEN BY LEE RHODES

TOP: MICHAEL BLEVINS; BOTTOM: CHARLOTTE DRONE COMPANY.

toward bright, cheerful spaces. Here, the windows and doors
highlight the lush getaway out back, along with the textures,
finishes, and color palette that are carried throughout the home.
A Graceful Gathering Space (top). This home’s elegant
patio doors and window wall allow for an easy transition
between indoor and outdoor gathering spaces, and help every
guest feel at home using a wash of neutral colors and a mix of
materials that create visual interest. Inviting seating arrangements and comfortable furniture further aid in making people
feel welcome, and the common living areas create a pleasing
symmetry between the interior and exterior.
Additionally, the scale of the windows and doors is in unique
proportion to the spaces, creating an open, airy feel. In fact,
explains Kaiser, “A series of windows and doors (versus a larger,
single window) gives the illusion that there is a seamless entry between interior and exterior rooms while also making the interior
space appear larger than it really is.” Lastly, the handcrafted metal
hardware provides a sense of durability and security.
A Lake Luxury (right). In this example, elevated patio doors
and a spectacular window wall make the most of an incredible
lake view, bringing nature into focus. When a home’s location
offers a unique geographic element, Clark Hall wants the
homeowner to be able to experience it all the time, not just
while they’re outside. Using a combination of windows and
doors, they invite a natural feature into the home, the same way

you would a bold piece of artwork. The seamless feel is further
enhanced by the warm gathering space positioned alongside this
window-door wall. Its neutral colors, casual furnishings, and
slim, spare lines complement Clark Hall’s contemporary iron
door solution well.
Custom doors and windows allow your indoor and outdoor
spaces to be within reach of one another; they create the perfect
marriage of form and function. After all, concludes Kaiser, a
beautiful front door or set of custom windows “makes a statement that will set your home apart from others, and instantly
increases curb appeal.”u

With over fifty years of experience in the business, the experise of CLARK HALL
DOORS & WINDOWS is unmatched. Find out more by visiting CLARKHALLDOORS.COM.
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ARTFULLY INSPIRED
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Leading the evolution for Luxury Home Builders.

BUILDING AND REMODELING FINE CUSTOM HOMES SINCE 1988.
(919) 460-8550 | www.Rufty.com
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A New Kind of
NOURISHMENT
AN OUTDATED KITCHEN GETS A FABULOUS FACE-LIFT.

A classic yet somewhat claustrophobic kitchen with limited storage was transformed into an ethereal eatery with a perfect medley
of elegance, proportion, scale, and light. Emily Foster, a designer
with Kitchen & Bath (K&B) Galleries, a full-service kitchen and
bath showroom, reveals how this renovation took place.
“With this home being built in the 1940s, I wanted to speak to
the history of the house while bringing the clients into 2022,” she
explains. The use of timeless white brightened up the space, while
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the hickory island brought a sense of warmth and richness to the
overall feel. Foster pulled the same hickory accent into the open
shelves to sprinkle the warmth around the kitchen.
“The countertops were a no brainer,” says Foster. “The client
wanted to bring blue into the space, and when we saw the Ijen blue
quartzite, it was like a piece of art that we just had to have.” The
cool-toned Ijen blue countertops complement the home’s overall
decor. The sweeping color palette of deep blues and lighter grays,

PHOTOGRAPHY BY BOB FORTNER.
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“I WANTED TO SPEAK TO
THE HISTORY OF THE HOUSE
WHILE BRINGING THE
CLIENTS INTO 2022.”
—EMILY FOSTER

and the orange accents of the countertops bring a sense of natural
sophistication and excitement to the kitchen.
As with all renovations, the project was not without its
challenges. Foster explains how they moved the original kitchen
and informal dining room, and removed a pantry as well as a few
wing walls. The existing kitchen transformed into a new wet bar and
butler’s pantry. These changes meant some problem-solving when
it came to weight support and the vaulted ceiling. To support the
weight of the second floor, Foster chose to install a beam across the
space, which they were able to bury in the crown molding above the
refrigerator, minimizing its impact on the design. For the vaulted
ceiling, they went with a minimally impactful yet aesthetically
pleasing solution, which is visible above the refrigerator.
The result is a marriage of aesthetics and functionality. Although
this kitchen achieves both, function took priority in a few areas.
Explains Foster, “With an island of this size, it was impossible to
center the sink within the cabinetry or with the hood. So we didn’t.
Function won and we didn’t mind!” The beautiful aesthetics that
comprise the rest of the kitchen space more than made up for this.
Whether you want to honor the legacy of your home, as is
evidenced here, or start completely from scratch, Foster encourages patience throughout the process. The Triangle is booming, and
we are facing challenges in the construction world like never seen
before. However, K&B Galleries can assist with everything from
design to products to installation—and they will ensure it’s worth
the wait. u

Visit KITCHEN & BATH GALLERIES at one of their
four locations, or visit KANDBGALLERIES.COM.
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WIDE OPEN
SPACES
THE VISIONARY BIFOLD SYSTEM IS THE MODERN
ALTERNATIVE TO SLIDING GLASS DOORS.
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY THE BEAUTIFUL MESS PHOTOGRAPHY.

There’s something magical about wide open
spaces that invite us to what’s just beyond.
They make us feel calm, one with nature, and
at peace. The expansive feeling of wide open
and airy spaces is inspiring.
So, what if you could capture that feeling
and integrate it into your home? North
Carolina homeowners are in luck; a revolutionary multi-panel bifold glass door system
manufactured in Raleigh allows homeowners
to take advantage of the industry’s best
technology for seamlessly integrating their
indoor and outdoor rooms.
“Our customers install our bifold system
to enhance a stunning vista or create a flow
between their outdoor living and interior
spaces,” says Jack Wallis of Glass Depots.
“These accordion-style glass folding doors
provide a completely unobstructed view to
the landscape. They also look amazing when
closed and become a featured architectural
detail of your home.”
Glass Depots is the only local manufacturer
of high-end aluminum bifold door systems. The
doors have a contemporary yet warm feel and
come in a range of popular stock and custom
colors. “The layout and sizing possibilities are
nearly limitless,” he says. “Our clients come
to us with a vision for open spaces, and that’s
what we help them achieve.”
The Visionary Series Bifold System is
available for both new construction and
renovations. “We do large-scale builds, and
we also help customers who are looking to

PHOTOGRAPHY BY THOMAS WALLIS.
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“THESE ACCORDION-STYLE GLASS FOLDING DOORS PROVIDE A
COMPLETELY UNOBSTRUCTED VIEW TO THE LANDSCAPE.”
—JACK WALLIS
create that open space by replacing an existing wall, a bank
of windows, or a set of French doors that lead onto a patio or
covered porch,” Wallis says.
In addition to serving as an interior-exterior solution
between indoor and outdoor living, the bifold system is
customizable as windows or as moveable walls to section off an
interior room, such as a home office, from the rest of the house.
The company also can customize elements such as swing door
placement and direction, and whether panels stack up in the
interior or exterior of the house.
Glass Depots offers other types of door and window systems,
including bifolds, multi-sliders, casement and awning windows,

and entry and exit doors, all manufactured in Raleigh. The
company provides all products and services in a concierge-style
experience, serving clients from initial consultation to door
design, fabrication, installation, and maintenance. “Our clients
can call and speak to anyone at Glass Depots, including company
leadership,” Wallis says.
“For those of us who cherish the outdoors and outdoor living,
Glass Depots’ bifold system erases the separation between
interior and exterior spaces when it’s time to entertain or just
enjoy an open feel in your home. Even with the doors closed,
the house seems larger,” Wallis says. “We are creating dramatic
differences for homeowners with before and afters.” u

Contact GLASS DEPOTS at 919-255-9898
or visit GLASSDEPOTS.COM.
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THE DEVIL IS
IN THE DETAILS

AS A LUXURY CUSTOM BUILDER, WE EXIST TO
TRANSLATE OUR CLIENTS’ DREAMS AND DESIRES
INTO A LIVABLE WORK OF ART.
This is accomplished year after year by understanding our
clients’ overall vision before zooming in to focus on the details
of execution. It is the process of translation from vision to
detailed execution that excites us and sets our homes apart from
many other new homes being built today. When the details are
done right, the homeowner’s creative dreams are brought to life
with craftsmanship and elegance.
Take, for example, this outdoor living space. By working
through the details before construction, we executed a delicate
balance of style and function while keeping mechanical features
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hidden from view. At first glance your eye is pulled to the dining
room inside the home, illuminating the seamlessness of the
transition from indoor to outdoor living. Two accordion-style
doors set on a flush threshold meet at this floating corner. Upon
opening both, the dining room and wine cellar beyond integrate
with an outdoor kitchen and dining space, a fireplace pavilion in
the foreground, and a raised spa on the right.
This space is picture-framed by stained cedar columns with
raised mortar joint stone bases concealing motorized screens
that slide out at the touch of a button. The concealed installation detail of the screen’s tracks creates a more open and airy
feeling compared to a screened porch. The screen motors and
rollers are embedded in the dropped soffit above. All these
details combine to form a highly functional outdoor living space

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK; INTERIOR DESIGN BY DESIGN WORKS STUDIO.

BY EVAN BOST

regardless of weather and insects.
Creating this functional elegance
requires planning and coordination between framers, electricians,
exterior trim carpenters, masons,
and the screen installer. The devil
is in the details.
Many homeowners desire
a dramatic wow factor upon
entering the foyer. This often
involves a signature staircase,
chandelier, and site lines through
the home. In the case of this
gleaming foyer, layers of thoughtful interior design and custom
finishes were melded together
to create a timelessly elegant
showstopper. There was attention
given to coordinating the wallpaper with the porcelain tile floor,
step treads, and risers, and notice
the continuation of the patterns
in both the tile and wallpaper.
A custom iron rail with stained
handrail complements the stained
wine cabinetry tucked beneath
the stairs. The crown jewel of this
stair tower—the chandelier—
glimmers in the natural light of
the perfectly placed windows ascending the space.
Whether it’s forming the
perfect blend of colors and
textures or the optimal installation detail for a motorized pocketing door, the smallest details
are often the most important.
The goal of a custom builder is to
obsess over these details to help
you achieve your vision. u

"WHEN THE DETAILS ARE DONE RIGHT, THE
HOMEOWNER’S CREATIVE DREAMS ARE BROUGHT
TO LIFE WITH CRAFTSMANSHIP AND ELEGANCE."

EVAN BOST is director of sales and marketing at BOST CUSTOM HOMES.
Contact this custom builder at 919-460-1983 or visit BOSTHOMES.COM.
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FROM MOUNTAINTOP
TO COUNTERTOP
BY SUNNY SURANA

THE EARTH PRODUCES SOME BEAUTIFUL STONES.

COURTESY OF ZUCCHI.

When professionally mined by a reputable quarry that is
an expert in extracting that beauty from the earth, these
stones can be a stunning addition to someone’s home. For
thousands of years, mankind has quarried natural stones
from the earth, but with the addition of today’s innovative
technology, it is easier to find unique varieties of stone.
In the mountains of Brazil, CRS has built and strengthened
relationships with quarries and exporters who bring exclusive
natural stones to market. Because of longstanding relationships
over the last twenty-five years, CRS usually gets the first choice
of stone to offer to our customers. Being first in line enables us
to bring the best of the best to our showroom—the best color,

cut, and clarity of stones available to design beautiful kitchen,
bathroom, and outdoor countertops.
One of our exclusive partners is Zucchi, the largest Brazilian
natural stone exporter. We work with this partner to bring the
highest quality stones to market in our Raleigh, Charleston,
and Virginia Beach showrooms. Zucchi consistently invests in
new technology, modern equipment, and research and development. One of the advantages of this partnership is the opportunity to bring new discoveries to market.
As a result of our partnership with Zucchi, we are pleased
to present a newly discovered quartzite called Azzurra Bay.
Premium Azzurra Bay slabs offer a bright white background
with thin, soft gray veining versatile enough for a traditional,
transitional, or modern application.
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“IN THE
MOUNTAINS
OF BRAZIL, CRS
HAS BUILT AND
STRENGTHENED
RELATIONSHIPS
WITH QUARRIES
AND EXPORTERS
WHO BRING
EXCLUSIVE
NATURAL STONES
TO MARKET.”

In addition to new
material, Zucchi also
provides CRS with wellknown favorites like Taj
Mahal, which lives up to
its name. With a neutral
creamy background and
soft waves of gold veining
running throughout, this
quartzite makes an elegant
statement and can warm up
any kitchen or bathroom.
Part of what makes
natural stone so beautiful is
the uniqueness of each slab.
I always recommend homeowners visit our showroom
to see the magnificence
of the material up close.
With abundant lighting and
high-caliber selections, you’re
sure to find the perfect slab
for your home. u

Contact Sunny Surana at CRS MARBLE & GRANITE’S Raleigh
showroom at 7521 Exhibit Court or visit CRSGRANITE.COM.
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ROOM TO
BREATHE
BY DAVID PAYNE

YOU PROBABLY THINK OF
OUTDOOR ROOMS AS BEING
PATIOS OR SCREENED PORCHES,
BUT I WANT TO CHALLENGE
YOU TO THINK ABOUT YOUR
BACKYARD OR EXISTING
GARDEN AS ONE BIG ROOM JUST
WAITING TO BE SUBDIVIDED.
We often hear about bringing the outdoors
in, but creating garden rooms is all about
bringing the indoors outside.
Outdoor rooms provide a place to
recreate, meditate, and just breathe. Think
about the purpose of each room you want
to create. Do you want an outdoor zone to
serve as the kids’ playroom? How about a
cozy outdoor seating area for drinking a cup
of coffee in the morning or a glass of wine
after work? Doesn’t a room for outdoor
meditation and yoga sound enticing?
How about an entertainment room with
a fire bowl bordered by a row of compact
snowball bush viburnums as a divider from
other garden spaces?
Use rows of plants, fences, walls,
walkways, trellises, or pergolas to create
a sense of separation between spaces, or
“rooms.” A semicircular row of boxwoods,
for example, can sequester a space and lead
the eye to the next garden room. A fence
can become a room’s “wall,” allowing for
separation while making a design statement
depending on the color it is painted. The
fence can serve as the projection screen for a
movie in your outdoor living room. Consider
adding espaliered camellia sasanquas to the
fence to decorate the new room.
Certain elements can lead visitors from
one room to another. A pebbled pathway
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“OUTDOOR ROOMS PROVIDE A PLACE TO
RECREATE, MEDITATE, AND JUST BREATHE.”
can do the trick as well as a low retaining wall or solar lights.
Garden art also can lead visitors along a trail to the next
space and can be in the form of colorfully painted metal
animal objects, topiaries snipped from evergreen perennials,
carefully placed stepping-stones, or hanging creations that
float from tree limbs.
Use the appropriate outdoor furniture and accessories
to decorate the rooms. A set of chairs settled into an area
bordered with a green privacy screening of holly shrubs on
one side and a fence on the second side can be accessorized
with outdoor cushions and colorful potted annuals.

Entice all the senses to draw visitors from one room to
another. Fragrant tea olives, for example, can lead someone in
search of the room that contains the wafting scent. A glimpse
of bright pink encore azaleas can draw the eye to the next
garden room.
Whatever your outdoor room’s purpose, make it a space in
which you crave to spend time. You can create a sense of discovery by dividing your yard into three or four distinct rooms
where you can see something new around every turn. Consult
your professional landscape designer for ways to get the most
from your outdoor space. u

DAVID PAYNE is the owner of HOME & GARDEN LANDSCAPES and can be
reached at 919-801-0211 or HOMEANDGARDENLANDSCAPES.COM.
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YOUR KITCHEN SINK:
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE

IT’S EASY TO IMAGINE ADDING A NEW STYLISH
SINK TO YOUR KITCHEN—PERHAPS A MODERN
STAINLESS BEAUTY OR THE APRON-FRONT
FARMHOUSE SINK OF YOUR DREAMS.
But style is only one of six factors you should consider when
choosing a new sink. Would it cross your mind to think about
how you’ll use your sink or the importance of selecting the
right material?
To help narrow the field of hundreds of possible sink options, read
on for a definitive guide to choosing the right product for your needs.
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SIZE: The size you want may not be the size your cabinet can
handle. Selecting a sink starts with measuring the base cabinet.
If you have a thirty-six-inch cabinet, you must install a thirtysix-inch sink or smaller. Also, give some thought to how you
use the area around your sink. A wider sink is great for washing
a high volume of dishes, but it takes up valuable countertop
space. You’ll also need to determine whether a six-, eight-,
nine-, or ten-inch depth works within your setup.
SHAPE: Consider how you use the sink. Do you wash large

pans? Do you often need to share the sink with someone else?
Thinking through how the space is used enables you to choose

COURTESY OF ELKAY.

BY COURTNEY VAUGHN

a single or double bowl and determine the size of the bowls
needed to accommodate your task list.
STRUCTURE: Maybe you want an apron-front farmhouse sink,
but your cabinet structure or countertop cannot support it.
Whether you choose an undermount, drop-in, farmhouse,
or dual-mount sink, you’ll need to understand a variety of
nuanced structural support features for each choice.
SUBSTANCE: One of the most enjoyable aspects of choosing
a sink is selecting the material: stainless steel, quartz, or
fireclay. There are advantages to each and factors to consider.
Looking for an ultramodern statement? Stainless steel may
be right for you. Worried about burn marks from hot pots
or scratches and dents? Then consider quartz, which offers
unbelievable impermeability, hardness, and stain resistance.
Most interested in a traditional farmhouse look? Then fireclay
may be right for you.
STRENGTH: Materials offer differing levels of sturdiness.
Even within certain material choices, there are variations.
For example, stainless steel comes in different gauges; the
lower the gauge, the thicker the metal. Both fireclay and
quartz are tough options perfect for busy families.

“STYLE IS ONLY ONE
OF SIX FACTORS YOU
SHOULD CONSIDER WHEN
CHOOSING A NEW SINK.”

SOUND: Who knew sound was a component to consider when
purchasing a sink? If you would like to control the clang and
clatter of flatware as you wash it, consider a quartz or fireclay
sink, or seek out a sink supplier like ELKAY, which adds
sound-deadening pads under its stainless-steel sinks.

The kitchen sink is one of the most used and abused pieces
of equipment in your home. Educate yourself and choose
wisely. Visit elkay.com/Learning Center/Sink Selection Tool
to help narrow the choices and find the ideal sink for you. u

COURTNEY VAUGHN is regional residential lead sales representative
at ELKAY. Learn more at ELKAY.COM or call 800-476-4106.
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A RTS & CU LT U R E

SPOTLIGHT
IN PROXIMITY
CHARLOTTE RUSSELL CONTEMPORARY
April 22–May 24
charlotterussellcontemporary.com

TRUTH AND MEMORY
CRAVEN ALLEN GALLERY
April 30–June 25
cravenallengallery.com

UNSEEN
CAM RALEIGH
Through October 2
camraleigh.org
Born and raised in Brooklyn, New York, Clarence
Heyward is a painter and collagist whose work
explores notions of the Black American experience.
Best known for his dynamic and fresh take on figurative art, his work investigates cultural truths, challenges stereotypes, and questions identity. Heyward
believes it is important to “paint his truth” and uses
persons of color in his work as homage to his culture.
His work is in the collections of several private and
public institutions.
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Memory is central to
identity formation and
shapes how we define
ourselves and our relationship to the world. It
forges powerful bridges
between the past and
the present, enabling
the bygone to infiltrate
the contemporary. Truth
and Memory brings
together the work of six
contemporary artists of
color living and working
in North Carolina. Collectively, their work reflects
on and responds to
personal, cultural, and
historical memory.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: ART BY KELLY SHEPPARD MURRAY, COURTESY OF CHARLOTTE RUSSELL CONTEMPORARY; ART BY RENZO ORTEGA (TOP) AND
SAMANTHA ROSADA (BOTTOM), COURTESY OF CRAVEN ALLEN GALLERY; ART BY CLARENCE HEYWARD, COURTESY OF CAM RALEIGH.

In Proximity features two Raleigh-based artists: Peter Marin and
Kelly Sheppard Murray. Marin’s abstract work references architecture, landscape, the handmade, sacred geometry, and identity,
and uses the languages of color and abstraction. Murray’s multimedia sculptural work fashions a wide range of polymorphic,
multicolored structures that have their roots in natural forms. The
opening reception is on April 22 from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

LUXURY is OUR SPECIALTY

CUSTOM POOLS | POOL HOUSES & CABANAS | STONEWORK | FIREPLACES | WATER FEATURES | LANDSCAPING | OUTDOOR KITCHENS | LIGHTING | IRRIGATION

Bringing

DREAMS
to

reality

For over 30 years

Turn- Key Projects
Landscape Design
Landscape Construction
General Contracting
onslandscape.com
(919) 384 - 1800

4221 Garrett Road
Durham, NC 27707
P: 919-401-0124
alwayshomeconsignment.com

WHITE BRICK
with personality.

Design your dream home with an unforgettable appearance. General Shale’s
white brick options are available in a time-worn feel that’s all about character, or a
smooth-form finish that’s all about style.

GeneralShale.com/white-brick
generalshale.com | 919-828-0541
8820 Westgate Park Drive, Raleigh, NC 27617

